Quoz Arts Fest is an annual celebration of arts and culture in the Al Quoz neighbourhood. This seventh edition, under the theme ‘CTRL+ALT+ACTION’, is our most diverse yet.

How will we embrace the small changes that contribute to a larger impact on economic, environmental, and social sustainability? ‘CTRL+ALT+ACTION’ explores the various facets of sustainability, how they affect our lives, and how we can take action to make a change through a range of workshops, talks, performances, films, tours, and much more.

The two-day event is free and open to the whole family, including children, and furry friends. There were activities for everyone - art collectors, music lovers, film buffs, and foodies. Check out the schedule for timings.

Quoz Arts Fest 2019 is supported by swyp.

Quoz Arts Fest Media Partners: Khaleej Times; Young Times; ArtKento; Selections; Harper’s Bazaar Art Arabia.
DON'T MISS

Asia Contemporary Art Week
FIELD MEETING | Take 6: Thinking Collections
This two-day art forum replicates the intimate experience of a studio visit on a communal scale. Hundreds of artists, curators, and creative thinkers from MENASA and beyond present performances, talks, and pop-up exhibitions.
Concrete

Interactive Exhibition | Putting for Pleasure and Politics
Score a birdie at this artist-designed mini golf course, where nine artists explore contemporary social issues, including borders, wealth disparity, global warming, and racial and gender injustice, through the inherent absurdity of mini golf.
Lane 5 | Alserkal Avenue

Scoot Around
Grab an E-Scooter from Sharing Mobility Service, stationed at The Yard, and explore Alserkal Avenue and the Al Quoz neighbourhood safely and sustainably. Helmets, disposable charlottes, and PLV are all available.
The Yard | Alserkal Avenue

Reel Palestine
Catch independent Reel Palestine in collaboration with Cinema Akil Palestinian films (and a Palestine heritage, food, and craft market), including the Reel Palestine closing screening of director Bassam Jarbawi’s Screwdriver (Mafak)
Cinema Akil & The Yard

Emirates Bio Farm
Emirates Bio Farm, the largest private organic farm in the UAE, takes over a warehouse to bring the farm to Alserkal Avenue with locally grown, organic produce at the heart of the experience.
Warehouse 82

The Neighbourhood
Wander over to The Courtyard for improv workshops, dance classes, and art exhibitions.
Street 4B, Street 6A, Al Quoz 1

Live Music
Spot the musicians in the lanes. Porca Pizza, Leoné Murphy, Amjad Shakir, Rony Sarkis, Scott Attew, and Jerome Deligero will be playing live music throughout the weekend. Catch DJ’s spinning around the Good Vibes Market too.

Look out for #sustainabilityfacts by Sustainability Tribe around the Avenue, illustrated by @k100dxb
Asia Contemporary Art Week
FIELD MEETING | Take 6: Thinking Collections
Concrete

1x1 Gallery
Khonyagar | Khosrow Hassanzadeh
Warehouse 10

Akka Project
Africa... and the 54 other countries: Focus on Kenya | Group Exhibition
Warehouse 60

Ayyam Gallery
2007-2017 | Tammam Azzam
Warehouse 11

Carbon 12
Fantasías | Elisabeth Wild
Warehouse 37

CHI-KA
New Japan Photo | Group Exhibition
Warehouse 69

Cinema Akil
Catch independent Palestinian films throughout the Reel Palestine film festival. Check out the calendar here.
Warehouse 68

Crank
Get a spin, Shape, or Stretch workout in.
Warehouse 43

Custot Gallery Dubai
A Still Life Retrospective | Fernando Botero
Warehouse 84

d.Academy
The Reading Room | Showcase
Warehouse 44

El Marsa Gallery
L'Ecole de Tunis | Group Exhibition
Warehouse 23

eL Seed Studio
Drop in to check out some of eL Seed’s newest works.
Warehouse 75

FN Designs
Storytellers | Yiannis
Warehouse 26

Gallery Isabelle van den Eynde
Drop in for guided tours of the exhibition Don’t Worry, Spiders, I Keep House Casually by Hesam Rahmanian.
Warehouse 17

Green Art Gallery
Spotlight | Samir Rafi
Warehouse 28

Grey Noise
Alphabets | Lara Assouad
Warehouse 24

Gulf Photo Plus
Bedu | Farah Foudeh
Warehouse 36

Ikonhouse
Furniture for Life: Do Not Throw Things Away | Group Exhibition
Warehouse 85

Jean-Paul Najar Foundation
The Monochrome Revisited | Group Exhibition
Warehouse 45

La Galerie Nationale
The Apartment 6th edition | Group Exhibition
Warehouse 27
Lawrie Shabibi
*Hemsat [Whispers]* | Fathi Hassan
Warehouse 21

Leila Heller Gallery
*Silver Moon* | Nancy Lorenz
Warehouses 86 & 87

Meem Gallery
*The Magical Number 7, Plus or Minus 2* | Group Exhibition
1 Kanoo Compound, Umm Suqeim Street, Al Quoz

Mirzam Chocolate Makers
Emirates Nature Foundation & WWF Photography Exhibition
Warehouse 70

Satellite
*Surrealist* | Shoug Fardan & Fatma Juma
Warehouse 16

Salsali Private Museum
#WeToo | Group Exhibition
Warehouse 14

Showcase
*Tafawut* | Group Exhibition
Warehouse 35

SVENM
#SHOPTHESHOW Affordable Collectibles | Exhibition
Warehouse 79

Total Arts
Emerging Artist Award Selection | Group Exhibition
Street 4B, Street 6A, Al Quoz 1

The Courtyard
*Metal Art by N* | Nikhil Es.
Street 4B, Street 6A, Al Quoz 1

Tamashee | Warehouse Takeover
Check out the footwear brand’s pop-up space, which features their new collection 1440H, a cafe serving speciality Saudi Arabian coffee, a library, and an artist showcase.
Warehouse 59

The Good Life
Shop limited edition sneakers and urban ware.
Warehouse 64

The Jewel Teller
Check out beautiful jewellery at this design studio and workshop.
Warehouse 49

The Flip Side
Shop for vinyls at The Flip Side.
Warehouse 71

The Odd Piece
Snap up vintage and mid-century modern furniture and designs.
Warehouse 65

The Third Line
*Building Blocks* | Sara Naim
*For Your Eyes* | Jordan Nassar
Warehouses 78 & 80

Yadawei
Pottery and ceramic art gallery
I Open Studio
Street 8, Al Quoz 1

Zayed University
Urban Satellite Space
*Tolerance Project* | Group Exhibition
Warehouse 48
DAY 1 | 25 JAN

9-10.30AM
Workshop | Cookies from Leftovers
Repurpose leftover ingredients to make choc-and-other-goodie-chip cookies.
Mirzam Chocolate Makers | Warehouse 70

10AM - 10PM
Warehouse Takeover | Emirates Bio Farm
Emirates Bio Farm, the largest private organic farm in the UAE, takes over a warehouse to bring the farm to Alserkal Avenue, with organic produce at the heart of the experience.
Warehouse 82

10AM - 10PM
Get involved | Collaborative Sustainable Rug
Get involved in thejamjar’s sustainable rug project by using Kvadrat Maharam recycled fabric and other materials to build a giant sensory rug.
thejamjar | Warehouse 74

10AM - 10PM
Interactive Installation | Crowdsourced 3.0: Quoz Arts Fest Edition
Create an ever-growing art installation. Crowdsourced 3.0 is made entirely from recycled cardboard, digitally fabricated, and assembled by the public over the duration of Quoz Arts Fest. The outcome? A truly crowdsourced piece of art. Concept and design: Fractals Workshop by DesignAware. Sustainability partner: ard
The Good Life | Warehouse 64

10AM - 10PM
Get involved | Protective wear giveaway for Al Quoz riders
Help Charicycles distribute vests and helmets to Al Quoz riders who cannot afford the protective gear that is required by law. Drop by Warehouse 20 to collect a customised vest to offer it to riders.
Charicycles | Warehouse 20

10AM - 10PM
Workshop | Design Your Own Tolerance Poster
Drop in to design your own tolerance poster, drawing inspiration from the Tolerance Project travelling poster exhibition, created by New York-based graphic designer Mirko Ilic.
Zayed University Urban Satellite Space | Warehouse 48
10AM - 10PM  
**Exhibition | FURNITURE FOR LIFE: Do not throw things away**  
A look at how manufacturing standards, processes, and materials make some furniture products last for many generations - if not forever. Check out the Emeco navy chair, which is made out of recycled aluminium cans or Coca-Cola plastic bottles.  
**Ikonhouse | Warehouse 85**

10AM - 10PM  
**Exhibition & Workshop | Metal Art by N**  
See beyond the scrap in this exhibition and workshop which reimagine scrap metal, nuts and bolts into sculptures and functional products.  
**The Courtyard | Street 4B, Street 6A, Al Quoz 1**

10AM - 10PM  
Drop your furry friends off for a half-priced grooming session or free doggy day care while you explore Quoz Arts Fest. Please make sure your dogs have all their shots!  
**Shampooch | Alserkal Avenue Street 8 Entrance**

10AM - 10PM  
**Interactive Exhibition | Putting for Pleasure and Politics**  
Score a birdie at this artist-designed mini golf course, where nine artists explore contemporary social issues, including borders, wealth disparity, global warming, and racial and gender injustice, through the inherent absurdity of mini golf. Curated and produced by NYU Abu Dhabi’s David Darts.  
**Lane 5 | Alserkal Avenue**

10AM - 10PM  
**Interactive Installation | Quoz Arts Fest Installation by Techarc**  
The Mirror is a place to pledge your promise to be more sustainable. Seeing yourself through the mirror while making your pledge is a reflection of your promise.  
**Outside Nadi Al Quoz**

10AM - 10PM  
**Children’s Treasure Hunt**  
Get your first clue from the chalkboard outside Warehouse 83, then find the polaroids for more hints. The first 10 children to complete the treasure hunt win a prize.  
**Outside Warehouse 83 | Alserkal Avenue**
10.30-11.30AM
Tour | Children’s Tour of Alserkal Avenue
A tailor-made trail just for children aged 5-12 years old, who will visit art galleries, and learn about how artists grow a sustainable art scene in the UAE. Email create@thejamjardubai.com mentioning the date and time of the tour.
Meeting Point: thejamjar | Warehouse 74

11AM - 12PM
Children’s Workshop | Recycled Room
Open to ages 4+.
Email admin@wisdomwarehousedubai.com to register.
Wisdom Warehouse | Warehouse 61

11-11.30AM
Workshop | Street Dance for Kids
Palais de Danse | Street 6A, next to The Courtyard

11.30AM & 3.30PM
Road Trip | Explore Al Quoz
Hop into an electric car and explore the Al Quoz neighbourhood. Discover an art gallery, an upcycled cafe, an antique museum, a shoe maker, and more. Transportation by EVERA (Electric Vehicles for Environmental Regenerative Action). Limited to 25 people per road trip.
Email rsvp@alserkalavenue.ae to register.
Meeting Point: Outside Nadi Al Quoz

1PM
Workshop | Lyrical Contemporary Dance
Learn a short choreography with artistic director of Sima Dance Company, Alaa Krimed. Open to all levels. Email contact@simaarts.com to register.
Sima Performing Arts | Warehouse 38

1-1.45PM
Tour | Photo Walk
Join GPP instructors as they lead photo walks around the Avenue and the neighbouring Al Quoz area, and up your mobile phone, analogue, and digital photography game. The best shots will be shared on GPP’s Instagram account.
Gulf Photo Plus | Warehouse 36

1-2PM
Children’s Workshop | Sustainable Styling
Open to ages 4+.
Email admin@wisdomwarehousedubai.com to register.
Wisdom Warehouse | Warehouse 61
2-4PM
Workshop | Furniture Prototyping ‘Pencil, Paper, Scissors’
Learn how to design, sketch and produce small-scale furniture prototypes from recycled paper with American University of Sharjah College of Architecture, Art, and Design Professor Juan Roldan. Email people.rsvp@alserkalavenue.ae to register.
Techarc | Warehouse 25

2-3PM
Talk | Sustainability in the Food Industry
Guest speakers: Yazen Al Kodmani, Operations Manager Emirates Bio Farm, and Patrick Jarjour, Co-Founder of INKED
Warehouse 82

2.30-3.30PM
Tour | Children’s Tour of Alserkal Avenue
A tailor-made trail just for children aged 5-12 years old, who will visit art galleries, and learn about how artists grow a sustainable art scene in the UAE. Email create@thejamjardubai.com mentioning the date and time of the tour.
Meeting Point: thejamjar | Warehouse 74

3-3.30PM
Workshop | Street Dance for Adults
Palais de Danse (Street 6A, next to The Courtyard)

3-3.45PM
Tour | Photo Walk
Join GPP instructors as they lead photo walks around the Avenue and the neighbouring Al Quoz area, and up your mobile phone, analogue, and digital photography game. The best shots will be shared on GPP’s Instagram account.
Gulf Photo Plus | Warehouse 36

3-4PM
Children’s Workshop | Eco Art
Open to ages 4+
Email admin@wisdomwarehousedubai.com to register.
Wisdom Warehouse | Warehouse 61

3-4PM
Workshop | Make a Ceramic Ring Box
Learn how to make a ceramic ring box during this workshop, open to ages 16+
Email info@yadawei.net to register.
YADAWEI | Street 8, Al Quoz 1
3-6PM
Workshop | Plastic Caps and Beyond
Re-think plastic and join this demonstration on how to transform bottle caps into a beautiful object. Email events@akkaproject.com to register.
Akka Project | Warehouse 60

3PM
Performance | Live Drawing by Perryhan & Charicycles
Mixed-media artist Perryhan will draw directly onto a Charicycle bicycle, turning it into a piece of kinetic art.
Warehouse 20

3.30PM
Workshop | Upcycling Plastic Bags by AHLANWASAHLAN.ORG
Now that the Dubai Shopping Festival is almost over and the festive season is behind us, are you left with a bunch of plastic shopping bags? Bring them to this workshop and make something reusable out of them.
Warehouse 82

4PM
Children’s Book Reading | The Trees Told Me So
Children aged 9+ can join author Purva Grover for an entertaining conversation and short story reading focused on the integral role that trees and nature play in our lives.
Cinema Room, A4 Space | Warehouse 4

4PM
Guitar & Gear Swap Meet | One Man’s Trash
Got a guitar or some gear you want to swap or sell? Bring it down to the möto coffee shop, where you’ll find free tables and a stage to present, try, and test. Enjoy coffee and meet other music, bike, and art lovers.
möto rauch & staub | Warehouse 28, Street 4B

4.30PM
Talk | Dr Majid Al Qasimi: Food Sustainability and Security in the UAE
Mirzam Chocolate Makers | Warehouse 70

5-5.30PM
Workshop | Latin American Dance for Adults
Palais de Danse | Street 6A, next to The Courtyard
5-6PM
Children’s Workshop | Junkyard Jewellery
Open to ages 4+.
Email admin@wisdomwarehousedubai.com to register.
Wisdom Warehouse | Warehouse 61

5.30-6PM
Performance | Argentine Tango
Palais de Danse | Street 6A, next to The Courtyard

5.30-6PM
Workshop | Tango and Foxtrot for Adults
Palais de Danse | Street 6A, next to The Courtyard

5-5.45PM
Talk | Getting Started in Photography
Join GPP’s very own photographer and educator, Caleb Arias, for a free talk that will guide you through the different workshops offered at GPP that will help you take your photography skills to the next level. Register here.
Gulf Photo Plus | Warehouse 36

5.30PM
Talk | Energy Efficiency at Home
Making small changes around the house can make a major contribution towards adopting a more sustainable, and economical, lifestyle. Join Mariska Nell, Managing Director of Waste Me Not and Host at Mama Earth Talk Podcast, in conversation with Honeywell’s Ross McKenzie, Siraj Power’s Rohail Majid, and the Sustainability Advisory’s Maria Silanpaa.
The Tharawat Space | Warehouse 19

5.45-5.55PM
Performance | Inspiration: Joana Vasconcelos-Tetrominio sec XVII
A contemporary dance performance inspired by the Portuguese artist Joana Vasconcelos.
Outside Sima Performing Arts | Warehouse 38)

6.30-7.15PM
Tour | Photo Walk
Join GPP instructors as they lead photo walks around the Avenue and the neighbouring Al Quoz area, and up your mobile phone, analogue, and digital photography game. The best shots will be shared on GPP’s Instagram account.
Gulf Photo Plus | Warehouse 36
6.40PM  
Performance | Live Music at the Main Stage  
6.40PM | Act 1: WYWY is an ethereal wave/dream pop/shoegaze duo, known for its dark sounds and distinctive voice of lead singer X.

7.45PM | Act 2: Echo Vessel use vocals, synths, live percussion, and high-quality drum loops along with live-looping, and create DJ style mash-ups of continuous music during their sets.

The Yard | Alserkal Avenue

7-8PM  
Children’s Workshop | Refurbished Furniture  
Open to ages 4+.  
Email admin@wisdomwarehousedubai.com to register.  
Wisdom Warehouse | Warehouse 61

7.30PM  
Performance | Short+Sweet Theatre Festival  
Check out the second largest 10-minute play festival in the world, and catch 100+ plays with over 400 UAE based actors, directors, writers, and production crew. For ticket info, please click here  
The Junction | Warehouse 72
9-10.30AM
Workshop | Cookies from Leftovers
Repurpose leftover ingredients to make choc-and-other-goodie-chip cookies.
Mirzam Chocolate Makers | Warehouse 70

10AM - 10PM
Warehouse Takeover | Emirates Bio Farm
Emirates Bio Farm, the largest private organic farm in the UAE, takes over a warehouse to bring the farm to Alserkal Avenue with locally grown, organic produce at the heart of the experience.
Warehouse 82

10AM – 10PM
Get involved | Collaborative Sustainable Rug
Get involved in thejamjar’s sustainable rug project by using Kvadrat Maharam recycled fabric and other materials to build a giant sensory rug.
thejamjar | Warehouse 74

10AM - 10PM
Interactive Installation | Crowdsourced 3.0: Quoz Arts Fest Edition
Create an ever-growing art installation made of interlocking cardboard pieces with the Alserkal Avenue community. Crowdsourced 3.0 is made entirely from recycled cardboard, digitally fabricated, and assembled by the public over the duration of Quoz Arts Festival. The outcome? A truly crowdsourced piece of art.
The Good Life | Warehouse 64

10AM - 10PM
Get involved | Protective wear giveaway for Al Quoz riders
Help Charicycles distribute protective vests and helmets to Al Quoz riders who cannot afford the protective gear that is required by law. Drop by Warehouse 20 to collect a customised vest to offer it to riders.
Charicycles | Warehouse 20

10AM - 10PM
Exhibition | FURNITURE FOR LIFE: Do not throw things away
A look at how manufacturing standards, processes, and materials make some furniture products last for many generations - if not forever. Check out the Emeco navy chair, which is made out of recycled aluminium cans or Coca-Cola plastic bottles.
Ikonhouse | Warehouse 85
10AM - 10PM
Workshop | Design Your Own Tolerance Poster
Drop in to design your own tolerance poster, drawing inspiration from the Tolerance Project travelling poster exhibition, created by New York-based graphic designer Mirko Ilic.
Zayed University Urban Satellite Space | Warehouse 48

10AM - 10PM
Interactive Exhibition | Putting for Pleasure and Politics
Score a birdie at this artist-designed mini golf course, where nine artists explore contemporary social issues, including borders, wealth disparity, global warming, and racial and gender injustice, through the inherent absurdity of mini golf. Curated and produced by NYU Abu Dhabi’s David Darts.
Lane 5, Alserkal Avenue

10AM - 10PM
Interactive Exhibition | Quoz Arts Fest Installation by Techarc
The Mirror is a place to pledge your promise to be more sustainable. Seeing yourself through the mirror while making your pledge is a reflection of your promise.
Outside Nadi Al Quoz

10.30-11.30AM
Tour | Children’s Tour of Alserkal Avenue
A tailor-made trail just for children aged 5-12 years old, who will visit art galleries, and learn about how artists grow a sustainable art scene in the UAE. Email create@thejamjardubai.com mentioning the date and time of the tour.
Meeting Point: thejamjar | Warehouse 74
10AM - 10PM
Children’s Treasure Hunt
Get your first clue from the chalkboard outside Warehouse 83, then find the polaroids for more hints. The first 10 children to complete the treasure hunt win a prize.
Outside Warehouse 83 | Alserkal Avenue

11AM
Curated Trail | Sensational Sounds @ Alserkal Avenue
Discover how sound at the Avenue shapes your experiences. This trail takes you into multiple warehouses to discover sound through music, the inviting sounds of coffee roasting, and art being made.
Meeting Point: SVENM | Warehouse 79

11-11.30AM
Workshop | Street Dance for Kids
Palais de Danse | Street 6A, next to The Courtyard

11AM - 12PM
Children’s Workshop | Recycled Room
Open to ages 4+
Email admin@wisdomwarehousedubai.com to register.
Wisdom Warehouse | Warehouse 61

11AM
Children’s Workshop | Magazine Art with Bee’ah
Little ones can create a unique art piece from discarded magazines.
The Happy Studio | Warehouse 73

11.30AM - 12PM
Workshop | Interactive Music Instruments with Porca Pizza
Join Milan-based street performer Porca Pizza for a fun workshop where you’ll learn how to make instruments from recycled items. Bring straws, balloons, plastic tubes, cardboard boxes, containers, tape - and make your own instruments.
The Fridge | Warehouse 5

12-2PM
Open Day
Explore the Courtyard Playhouse where you can watch a showcase, participate in a workshop, meet the actors, and find out about the new season.
Courtyard Playhouse | Street 4B, Al Quoz 1

12-2PM
Workshop | Adults Improv Workshop
Courtyard Playhouse | Street 4B, Al Quoz 1
1-2PM
Performance | Maestro Improv
Courtyard Playhouse | Street 4B, Al Quoz 1

1-1.45PM
Tour | Photo Walk
Join GPP instructors as they lead photo walks around the Avenue and the neighbouring Al Quoz area, and up your mobile phone, analogue, and digital photography game. The best shots will be shared on GPP’s Instagram account.
Gulf Photo Plus | Warehouse 36

1-2PM
Children’s Workshop | Sustainable Styling
Open to ages 4+.
Email admin@wisdomwarehousedubai.com to register.
Wisdom Warehouse | Warehouse 61

2-3.30PM
Workshop | Upcycling Glass Bottles
Glass, which takes 1 million years to decompose in landfills, is not usually recycled in the UAE. Learn how to turn glass bottles into drinking glasses or lighting fixtures to extend their lease on life. Email rania@charicycles.com to register.
Warehouse 20

2.30-3.30PM
Tour | Children’s Tour of Alserkal Avenue
A tailor-made trail just for children aged 5-12 years old, who will visit art galleries, and learn about how artists grow a sustainable art scene in the UAE.
Email create@thejamjardubai.com mentioning the date and time of the tour.
Meeting Point: thejamjar | Warehouse 74

2-4PM
Workshop | Contact Improvisation
This workshop combines the various skills of lifting, falling, rolling, sliding, and catching. Learn the techniques needed in a ‘jam’ context, and end the workshop with an improvised jam.
Email contact@simaarts.com to register.
Sima Performing Arts | Warehouse 38

3-4PM
Demo | Ceramic Wheel Throwing
YADAWEI | Street 8, Al Quoz 1
3-3.30PM
Workshop | Street Dance Ladies Solo, Beyoncé style for adults
Palais de Danse | Street 6A, next to The Courtyard

3-3.45PM
Tour | Photo Walk
Join GPP instructors as they lead photo walks around the Avenue and the neighbouring Al Quoz area, and up your mobile phone, analogue, and digital photography game. The best shots will be shared on GPP’s Instagram account.
Gulf Photo Plus | Warehouse 36

3-4PM
Children’s Workshop | Eco Art
Open to ages 4+
Email admin@wisdomwarehousedubai.com to register.
Wisdom Warehouse | Warehouse 61

3-6PM
Tour | Carbon 12
Director Kourosh Nouri takes you on guided tours of Elisabeth Wild’s Fantasías, and the gallery’s viewing space, the Rectangle.
Carbon 12 | Warehouse 37

3-6PM
Tour | The Third Line
Associate Director Jolaine Frizzell takes you on guided tours of two exhibitions, Sara Naim’s Building Blocks, and Jordan Nassar’s For Your Eyes.
The Third Line | Warehouses 78 & 80

3.30PM
Performance | Short+Sweet Theatre Festival
Check out the second largest 10-minute play festival in the world, and catch 100+ plays with over 400 UAE based actors, directors, writers, and production crew. For ticket info, click here
The Junction | Warehouse 72

4-6PM
Workshop | Plastic Shopping Bags Retold
Re-use your plastic bags to make a functional, and beautiful, object.
Email events@akkaproject.com to register.
Akka Project | Warehouse 60

4-6PM
Workshop | Principles of Al Qatt Art
Learn the ancient Saudi art form of Al Qatt, which inspired Tamashée’s latest 1440H collection. This will be followed by a short talk about Al Qatt. Register here.
Masahat Tamashee | Warehouse 59
Talk | Rethinking Food Production
Change Workshop title to: What is Home Growing
Over the last few decades, our planet’s complex food system has developed core strategies optimising a robust cycle of deeply rooted food experiences. Madar Farm’s Selma Abualia helps us reorganise how and where we focus our quest for abundance—rethinking food waste towards a resilient, locally sourced, and delicious future for the UAE.

Workshop | What’s a Smart Garden?
Think local, convenient and super delicious. Learn how you can take part in the sustainable food revolution.
Warehouse Eighteen | Warehouse 18

Talk | Getting Started in Photography
Join GPP’s very own photographer and educator, Caleb Arias, for a free talk that will guide you through the different workshops offered at GPP that will help you take your photography skills to the next level.
Register here.
Gulf Photo Plus | Warehouse 36

Children’s Workshop | Junkyard Jewellery
Open to ages 4+.
Email admin@wisdomwarehousedubai.com to register.
Wisdom Warehouse | Warehouse 61

Talk | The Importance of Environmental Protection
Grade 11 student and Young Times environmentalist Adithiyan Rajan discusses the importance of environmental protection, and how we can all play a part.
d.Academy | Warehouse 44

Performance | Inspiration: Yves Klein–IKB113
A contemporary dance performance inspired by Nouveau realist artist Yves Klein.
Outside Sima Performing Arts | Warehouse 38

Interactive Workshop | The Library by The Third Line.
Play a game of musical chairs with Local Industries’ Elias and Yousef Anastas. The winner will receive a Mike dining chair by Local Industries.
The Third Line | Warehouses 78 & 80
6-6.30PM
Workshop | Latin American Dance Performance & Workshop for Adults
Palais de Danse | Street 6A, next to The Courtyard

6.30-7.15PM
Tour | Photo Walk
Join GPP instructors as they lead photo walks around the Avenue and the neighbouring Al Quoz area, and up your mobile phone, analogue, and digital photography game. The best shots will be shared on GPP’s Instagram account.
Gulf Photo Plus | Warehouse 36

7-8PM
Children’s Workshop | Refurbished Furniture
Open to ages 4+.
Email admin@wisdomwarehousedubai.com to register.
Wisdom Warehouse | Warehouse 61

7.30PM
Screening | Memory of the Land and Screwdriver
The Reel Palestine annual film festival, in collaboration with Cinema Akil, celebrates its closing with a premiere screening of the short film Memory of the Land, followed by the feature film Screwdriver (Mafak). Catch a talk by Ayadi Crafts and Pearl Tree from the Palestine Market about the preservation of heritage, food, storytelling, and craft before the films.
The Yard

7.30PM
Performance | Short+Sweet Theatre Festival
Check out the second largest 10-minute play festival in the world, and catch 100+ plays with over 400 UAE based actors, directors, writers, and production crew. For ticket info, please click here
The Junction | Warehouse 72

8PM
Performance | Majaz in Concert
For the first Fridge Fringe of 2019, The Fridge presents Majaz, the Bahrain-based group whose fusion of folk, jazz, prog-rock, and traditional music, from African rhythms to pearl diving chants, lends them a universal appeal. Doors open at 7.30PM.
The Fridge | Warehouse 5
Children of all ages can enjoy a range of fun and educational workshops and activities during Quoz Arts Fest. Here are some highlights:

**DAY 1 | 25 JANUARY**

- **10AM - 10PM**  
  Children’s Treasure Hunt  
  Outside Warehouse 83 | Alserkal Avenue

- **10.30-11.30AM**  
  Tour | Children’s Tour of Alserkal Avenue  
  Meeting Point: thejamjar | Warehouse 74

- **11-11.30AM**  
  Workshop | Street Dance for Kids  
  Palais de Danse | Street 6A, next to The Courtyard

- **11AM - 12PM**  
  Children’s Workshop | Recycled Room  
  Wisdom Warehouse | Warehouse 61

- **2.30-3.30PM**  
  Tour | Children’s Tour of Alserkal Avenue  
  Meeting Point: thejamjar | Warehouse 74

- **4PM**  
  Children’s Book Reading | The Trees Told Me So  
  Cinema Room, A4 Space | Warehouse 4

**DAY 2 | 26 JANUARY**

- **10AM - 10PM**  
  Children’s Treasure Hunt  
  Outside Warehouse 83 | Alserkal Avenue

- **10.30-11.30AM**  
  Tour | Children’s Tour of Alserkal Avenue  
  Meeting Point: thejamjar | Warehouse 74

- **11AM**  
  Children’s Workshop | Magazine Art with Bee’ah  
  The Happy Studio | Warehouse 73

- **2.30-3.30PM**  
  Tour | Children’s Tour of Alserkal Avenue  
  Meeting Point: thejamjar | Warehouse 74

- **3-4PM**  
  Children’s Workshop | Eco Art  
  Wisdom Warehouse | Warehouse 61
EATS AND TREATS FROM OUR F&B CONCEPTS TO FUEL YOUR QUOZ ARTS FEST EXPERIENCE.

Find the Good Vibes Market food trucks in the Back Lane, where Little Erth by Nabz&G, Encas, The Mattar Farm, Mama’esh, 1004 Gourmet, Maiz Tacos, Myocum, Maisan 15, Canvas Gelato, and Rose Bowl are serving up delicious food and drinks.

- Mirzam Chocolate Makers | Warehouse 70
- Nightjar | Warehouse 62
- Wild & The Moon | Warehouse 77
- Project Chaiwala | Warehouse 68
- Appetite at A4 Space | Warehouse 4
- Nadi Al Quoz
- Saj & Co | Warehouse 18
- Techarc | Warehouse 25
Alserkal Avenue will be fully pedestrianised during Quoz Arts Fest. Here is everything you need to know about making it to the festival smoothly and sustainably.

🚗 **DRIVE**
From Sheikh Zayed Road, take the Al Manara (East) exit (Exit 43) to Al Quoz. Go straight on Al Manara Street until you reach the traffic light facing Home Centre. At this junction, turn right. Drive straight then turn right onto Street 17, before the Avenue. Google Maps pin [here](#). RTA parking is available on Street 6A.

🚇 **METRO + SHUTTLE BUS**
The closest metro station to Alserkal Avenue is Noor Bank station. From there, you can hop on a free shuttle bus to our location. Look out for the Quoz Arts Fest branded buses.

**PICK-UP/DROP OFF POINTS:**
- NOOR BANK METRO STATION
- STREET 8 ENTRANCE AT ALSERKAL AVENUE

**TIMINGS:**
FROM NOOR BANK METRO STATION TO ALSERKAL AVENUE
- 10AM, 12PM, 2PM, 4PM, 6PM, 8PM

FROM ALSERKAL AVENUE TO NOOR BANK METRO STATION
- 1.30PM, 3.30PM, 7.30PM, 10PM

Alternatively, you can take a taxi or Careem from Noor Bank station to Alserkal Avenue.

🚘 **CAREEM**
We’ve partnered with Careem to make your trip to Quoz Arts Fest easier. Use the code ‘QuozArtsFest’ and get 30% off two Careem rides to and from Alserkal Avenue.
AL QUOZ MAP

1. TOTAL ARTS AT COURTYARD
2. THE COURTYARD PLAYHOUSE
3. SHAMPOOCH
4. MEEM GALLERY
5. YADAWEI POTTERY STUDIO
6. PALAIS DE DANSE
7. MÖTO RAUCH & STAUB
8. ANTIQUE MUSEUM
9. SHUTTLE BUS PICKUP/DROP OFF
10. METRO
11. PARKING